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4.5 Bellefonte 

4.5.1 Detailed Findinas for BLN 

Liaht Fixture Support Criteria for BLN. NRC General Design Criterion 4 
requires Category I structures, systems, and components to be appropriately 
protected against dynamic effects, includinq the effects of missiles, pipe 
wnipping, and discharging fluids, that may result from equipment failures and 
from events and conditions outside the nuclear power unit. The Bellefonte 
Nuclear Plant (BLN) commitment to comply with this criterion is contained in 
the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR), Section 3.1.  

Position C-2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29. "Seismic Design Classification," states 
that those portions of structures, systems, or components that are 
non-Category I, i.e., Category I(L), but whose failure could reduce the 
functionino of a Category I item to an unacceotable safety level, should be 
designed and constructed so that the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) would not 
cause such failure. BLN commitment to comply with this regulatory guide is 
contained in the BLN FSAR, Section 3.2.1.  

BLN FSAR Section 3.2.1 describes Cateqory i(L) items as follows: 

"Some safety-related components or systems perform a secondary safety 
function and are seismi-ally designed to a limited extent because their 
locations ..reate a potential for damaging features which perform .  
primary safety function. Those compoonents or systems which must retain 
limited structural integrity because their failure could jeopardize to an 
unacceptable extent the achievement of a primary safety function are 
designated as Seismic Category IL) (i.e., limited requirements). Those 
fluid containing elements which are included in Seismic Cateqory I(L) are 
seismically qualified to meet Position C.2 and Position C.3 of NRC 
Regulatory Guide 1.29." 

3LN is designed with three basic lighting systems: 

o The Normal Lighting System is designed to economically provide the 
amount and quality of illumination to meet normal plant operations 
and maintei.ance requirements.  

o Tne Standby Light'ing System, upon loss of tne Normal Lighting 
System, provides adeouate illumination for the saf.2 shutdown of the 
reactrr and the evacuation of personnel from the plant if the need 
should occur. It forms an integral part of the normal lighting 
requirements and is fed from an independent class IE source.
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o The Emergency Lighting System is composed of two separate systems: 
(1) the 125V dc lighting system, which is designed to Provide 
immediately the minimum illumination level in areas vital to the 
safe shutdown of the reactor for the 30-second period for diesel 
loading or for a two-hjr period upon the loss of all ac auxiliary 
power; and (2) an individual eiqht-hour battery pack network, which 
is used to supplement the 125V dc emergency lighting, provide 
emergency liqhting in areas that must be manned for safe shutdown, 
ana to enable access and egress to and from all fire areas.  

The supports for the components of these systems that are located in seismic 
Category I structures are to be seismically qualified to prevent failure that 
could impair the functioning of any safety-related plant feature. Oetails of 
the supports for the three systems (except for t:ie emergency 8-hour Lattery 
pack network) are described in Design Criteria N4-50-D719. Details of the 
various support types are shown on drawing series 4BA0893-X2. Details of the 
8-hour battery pack supoorts are shown on the various lighting plans, such as 
the 5AW0420-RW, 5CW0420-RW, 5DW0420-RW, and 5RW0420-RW series.  

Additional reouirements are imposed for the first emergency lighting system to 
maintain the electrical power supply to the fixture during or after a seismic 
event. This is accomplished by a three-way lateral cable support, which is 
intended to keep the fixture in a plumb position.  

BLN also utilizes Design Guide DG-C-1.6.3 in accordance with the limitations 
described in the TVA policy statement. The design guide states that: 

"In the event of a lighting fixture failure due to seismic conditions, 
motion of tne fixture in any direction will be limited to the length of 
free cable. Care must be taken to eliminate or otherwise protect any 
safety-related equipment within the range of motion afforded by the cable 
from impact by tht fixture." 

The evaluation team has reviewed the above reauirements in iiqht of general 
engineering industry experience and determinea that tney are adequate.  

The BLN Design Criteria N4-50-D719 forms the design commitment for BLN. The 
criteria and General Design Guide DG-C-1.6.3 are similar. With the exceptions 
noted later, after review of 4BA0893-X2 lighting fixtures support drawing, the 
evaluation team determined that N4-50-D719 criteria are adequate for 
preventing lightinq fixtures frau becoming free-falling missiles, based on 
general engineering experience.  

Criteria ADpplication for BLN. To implement the BLN design criteria and FSAR 
commitments, notes and details are shown on drawing series 4BA0893-X2 except 
for the emergency eight-hour battery pack network, which is shown on the
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various lighting plans. Individual lighting fixtures in nuclear industry 
facilities are typically lightweight, generally 50 pounds or less and rarely 
exceeding 100 pounds. These weights are confirmed by N4-50-D719 Section 4.0, 
which indicates weights in the 20 to 35 pound ranqe. Small and lighter 
fixtures, including the emergency exit signs, have one 1/16-inch-diameter 
auxiliary cable support at the fixture stem, while longer and heavier fixtures 
generally have more than one stem with an auxiliary cable at each stem. The 
minimum breaking strength of the cable is 480 pounds. The cable is generally 
attached to a single expansion ancnor either 1/4- or 3/8-inch in diameter.  
Specification G-32 indicates allowable loads of 500 and 700 pounds in tension 
and 300 and 500 pounds in shear for the two specified sizes of expansion 
anchors. Thus the evaluation team concludes that the light fixtures are 
pronerly designed with adequate vertical support to withstand a seismic event.  

The evaluation team has reviewed the 4BA0893-X2 drawinq series and concludes 
that it is technically adequate subject to the following observations: 

o The requirements for conditions under which the three-way lateral 
cable support may be deleted is not consistent between drawing 
4BA0893-X2-21 and Design Guide C1.6.3, Figure 18. Design Criteria 
N4-50-D719, Figure 5.0-2, is consistent with the drawing series.  
TVA did not furnish a calculation for BLN that supports Figure 5.0-2 
of the criteria.  

o Drawinq 4BA0893-X2 series does not have a detail showing slack in 
the electrical cables at the emergency lighting fixture as required 
by Design Criteria N4-50-D719, Figure 5.0-3.  

0 Drawing 4BA0893-X2-32, Rev. 1, shows a 4 by 4 by 1/4 inch structural 
tube suoport up to 8 feet long, which may be used in lieu of the 
three-way lateral cable support. This detail was developed when 
Bellefonte construction personnel encountered difficulties in 
apolying the 4BAOF3-X2-2I, Rev. 1, detail as described in TVA memos 
from Hodges to Barnettand Barnett to Hodges. Although the 
correspondence and the resultant calculation refer to the support as 
"rigid" and the evaluation team estimates the support frequency as 
in the 9 to 12 hertz range, for 20- to 50-pour.d fixtures, review of 
the calculation and project response spectra by the evaluation team 
indicates the design output is adequate. However, this change has 
not been reflected in the design criteria.  

o The details in the design criteria Fiqure 4.7-1 for the emergency 
light and the emergency light detail shown on 4BA0893-X2-7, Rev. 1, 
do not agree with the text of Section 5.0 and with Figure 5.0-1.
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Seismic Interaction Proqram for BLN. During a trip to Knoxville, the 
evaluation team determined that TVA did not have a complete seismic 
interaction program at BLN. This situation was expected because TVA's generic 
seismic design interface document, CEB-DI 121.03 did not address the control 
and coordination of an overall program.  

Recently, TVA has revised this design interface document. Although, the 
details of tne revision have not been completely reviewed by the evaluation 
team, it appears that TVA has adequately defined an overall umbrella program.  
To implement this program on BLN, a walkdown and evaluation will be performed 
at a time near fuel load. Specific details of the criteria to be used will 
need to be developed for BLN.  

Evaluation Team Wjlkdown of Liqhtinq Fixture Supports for BLN. During a trip 
to BLN, the P;evuation team performed a walkdown of portions of the Category I 
structures 4ith the intent of observing lighting fixture installations. The 
evaluatýii team observed the installation of safety cables for the lighting 
fixtures; however, installations were also observed where the rod hangers 
supportinc lighting fixtures were in contact with other commodity supports.  

No false ceiling was observed in the main control room. When information was 
requested by the evaluation team regarding any proposed false ceiling, TVA 
advised that there will be no false ceiling in the main control room. A 
properly designed false ceiling would mitigate tne sway of the fixtures and 
prevent loosened bulbs from fallinq on operators or the semihorizontal control 
panels. For fluorescent light fixtures, the tubes appeared to be adequately 
restrained by the metal reflector bars that run perpendicular to the fixture.  
On the other hand, the incandescent fixtures do not have grilles or cages to 
retain the bulbs. The bulbs, however, are made of brittle glass and are light 
in mass (usually one pound or less). Therefore, although there is a remote 
possibility that the bulbs could become loose and fall during a seismic event, 
tne evaluation team does not consider that this could have any significant 
impact on the safe operation or shutdown of the plant.  

A separate walkdown was performed by the evaluation team specifically to view 
emergency exit signs in Category I structures. This walkdown revealed the 
following: 

o Certain installations had safety cables and certain ones did not.  
No consistency was evident.  

o Where safety cables were installed, they appeared to be adequate to 
prevent the fixture from becoming a free-falling object. Therefore, 
it appears the field has satisfied the design intent relative to 
proper location of safety cables for emergency exit lights.
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o As would be expected, most locations where exit signs have been 
installed are in corridors and other areas where the potential of 
impact with seismic Category I components is minimal.  

Review of SCRs, PIRs, and NCRs for BLN. Numerous documents have been issued 
at various TVA plants identifying concerns or problems with seismic 
interactions between seismic Category I and non-Cateqory I commodities. The 
following listing identifies the Conditions Adverse to Quality documents 
furnished by TVA to the evaluation team and BLN's resultinq actions: 

1. Initiating Document: SCR SQN MEB 8610 

BLN Document: None.  

Issue: Seismic Category I(L) pipinq supports will not 
prevent the piping from swaying and possibly 
damaging adjacent safety-related components during 
a seismic event.  

BLN Disposition: Althouqh the concern for swinginq pipes exists at 
BLN, it is stated in the Potential Generic 
Condition Evaluation that construction 
specification N4C-913 controls interferences.

Discussion: A review of construction specification N4C-913 
revealed that Construction was informed that, for 
pipinq, certain interactions durinq seismic events 
should be prevented. The specification indicates 
that where riqorous analysis is not performed, 
Construction should assume the Category I(L) pipe 
movement is 1 inch. According to discussions with 
TVA personnel, this 1-inch movement is believed to 
accommodate the worst pipe movement, but this 
assumption has not been validated. In addition, 
this does not preclude the possibility of 
safety-related commodities being installed after 
the Cateqory I(L) pipinq is in place and violatinq 
the clearance requirements. Further, it does not 
take into account the possible lateral displacement 
of tne safety-related components.
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2. Initiating Document: SCR BFN MEB 8605

BLN Documents: 

Issue: 

BLN Disposition:

Discussion:

SCR BLN MEB 8509 and NCR BLN EEB 8420 

Non-seismic Category I HVAC piping and components 
may impact safety-related components in the 
vicinity during a seismic event.  

BLN reviewed the plant arrangement and determined 
that one seismic Category I locally mounted 
instrument panel was susceptible to damage from 
non-seismic Category I HVAC equipment.  
Accordingly, the HVAC component supports in the 
vicinity were upgraded to seismic Category I(L).  

BLN disposition adequately addresses this 
particular seismic interaction issue.

3. Initiating Document: PIR WBN CEB 8572

BLN Document: 

Issue: 

BLN Disposition:

Discussion:

PIR BLN CEB 8519 

Desiqn criteria for seismic Category I(L) rod 
nangers are not consistently adhered to (INPO 
Finding DC.3-2) 

Piping supports that do not meet the requirements 
of Design Criteria N4-50-D725 will be redesigned 
and modified as required. Also the NRC has 
identified an unresolved safety issue, and ASME III 
is reviewing modified seismic analysis rules.  
Additional corrective actions are to be identified 
after 09/86.  

The referenced criteria (N4-50-D725) indicate the 
use of Design Criteria N4-50-D711 for the analysis 
of Category I(L) piping systems. These criteria 
limit the design consideration to failure of the 
piping system and do not address lateral 
displacements of Category I(L) components damaging 
adjacent Category I items. In addition, the NRC 
and ASME efforts have not been completed.  
Accordingly, no additional corrective actions have 
been identifieu.
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4. Initiating Document: SCR WBN CEB 8537

BLN Document: 

Issue: 

BLN Disposition:

Discussion:

None 

Lateral loads on certain types of seismic Category 
I(L) supports could cause failure.  

It was determined that the potential generic 
condition does not exist at BLN. This 
determination was based on the fact that Desiqn 
Criteria N4-50-0725 require only dead load 
considerations and not lateral loads.  

To comply with NRC General Design Criterion 4 and 
the BLN FSAR, consideration of both vertical and 
lateral effects from seismic events is required.

5. Initiating Document: BLN NCR 2058

BLN Document: 

Issue: 

BLN Disposition:

Discussion:

Same as above.  

Lighting fixtures with glass or porcelain cannot be 
restrained with safety cables since the cables 
would damage the fixture.  

Where attachments cannot be made to glass or 
porcelain lamp shades, safety cables must be 
attached to lamp housings.  

TVA disposition of this issue is reasonable based 
on current engineering practice.

Further Relevant Document Review for BLN. The evaluation team reviewed the 
attachments to NRC letters from Youngblood to White (February 18, 1986, and 
June 23, 1986) for issues or information relevant to this report, that are not 
included in the concern statement itself. No such issue or information was 
found in the February 1986 letter; however, on pages 131-133 of the attachment 
to the June 1986 letter, it became apparent to the evaluation team that the 
term "caqed" used in the concern relates to prevention of the liqht bulbs or 
tubes from falling out of the fixtures as a result of a seismic event. This 
associated issue does not appear to have been subjected to a documented review 
by TVA. !t has, however, been addressed by the evaluation team in the 
evaluation team walkdown of lighting fixture supports above.
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4.5.2 Summarized Findings for BLN 

Evaluation team discussions with Bellefonte Personnel indicate that they are 
aware of the design oversights on the subject of seismic interaction, but they 
have not initiated activity in this design area because TVA experience 
indicates little benefit in developing a program for seismic interaction 
4 years before unit 1 fuel load. However, the tracking documentation shows 
the subject closed since the design oversights were not noted during a generic 
design evaluation feedback from Sequoyah.  

In addition, several inconsistencies were observed within and between both the 
design criteria and the construction drawings for the support of lighting 
fixtures.  

4.6 Summarized Subcategory Findinqs 

The classified findings are summiarized in Table 1. Class A and B findinqs 
indicate that there is no problem and that corrective action is not required.  
Class C, 0, and E findings reauire corrective actions. The corrective action 
class is identified in the table by the numeral combined with the finding 
class.  

The findings are summarized by classification in Table 2, which identifies one 
finding for each issue evaluated. Of the 20 findings shown in Table 1, three 
had corrective actions initiated before the ECTG evaluations and three 
required new corrective actions to be identified. The remaining 14 had 
actions reauired to resolve peripheral findings noted during the ECTG 
evaluati on.  

5. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

Since some of the corrective actions apply to more than a single plant and 
since some of the findings may be addressed by a single corrective action plan 
description for an individual plant, only eight different corrective action 
plan descriptions are required to remedy the 18 negative findings. The 
detailed corrective action plans are described in Attachment B. A 
condensation of this information, with the applicable plant identified in 
parentheses, follows: 

226.0, Desiqn of Liqhtinq Fixture Supports 

0 Complete the resolution of plant-specific significant condition 
reports (SQN and BFN).  

o Provide a complete program to describe and control the seismic 
interaction evaluations for current and future design activities 
(SQN, WBN, and BLN).
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o Perform walkdown(s), evaluations, and calculations for plant areas 

previously excluded (SQN).  

o Provide technical basis for inspection criteria (SQN).  

o Review the adequacy of calculation CEB CAS 214 for written technical 
justification (SQN).  

o Revise desiqn documents to eliminate inconsistencies and evalu3te 
any potential hardware impact (SQN, WBN, BFN, and BLN).  

o Provide a qeneric review of current SCR SQN MEB 8610 (WBN and BLN).  

o Finish development of a complete program to describe and control the 
seismic interaction evaluations for current and future design 
activities (BFN).  

These corrective actions also appear in Table 3, alonq with their 
corresponding finding/corrective action classifications. The table indicates 
the plant or plants to which a corrective action plan description is 
Applicable by the Corrective Action Tracking Document (CATO) column where the 
applicable plant is identified by the CATO number.  

From the Finding/Corrective Action Classification column of Table 3, it can be 
seen that of the eight corrective action plan descriptions identified, none 
explicitly require hardware or plant modification, four involve additional 
analysis to validate the design and determine if plant modifications are 
necessary, and the remaining four require some type of documentation remedy.  

The evaluation team found the corrective action plans for Sequoyah, Watts Bar, 
Browns Ferry, and Bellefonte to be acceptable to resolve the findings.  

6. CAUSES 

Table 3 identifies one or more causes for each problem requiring corrective 
a,.tion. For each corrective action description, the primary or most important 
cause is identified.  

For the eight corrective action descriptions listed in Table 3, eight causes 
have been identified. These are shown in the table and totalled at the end.  
The two most frequent causes are "inadequate as-built reconciliation," column I 
10, and "engineering judgment not justified," column 12. These two causes, 
which reflect on the desiqn process and, more particularly on design
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documentation, combine to represent four of the ten causes identified. This 
indicates that weakness in the design documentation area have contributed to a 
number of problems and, therefore, improvement in this area appears warranted.  

In addition, a number of the causes in Table 3, such as "Engineering Error,"' 
"Engineering Judgment Not Documented,' and "Inadequate Design Bases," suggest 
a weakness in TVA's design review process. Besides imnproving the quality of 
the design, a stronger design review process would also be expected to resolve 
some of the weakness noted above in the design documentation area.  

The bases for identifying specific causes for each corrective action 
description in Table 3 with the negative findings are as follows: 

0 Completion of resolution of plant-specific significant condition 
reports on Sequoyah and Browns Ferry requires walkdowns because the 
as-built plant conditions have not been reconciled with the design 
basis.  

0 Provision of a complete program to describe and control the seismic 
interaction evaluations for current and future design activities on 
Sequoyah, Watts Bar, and Bellefonte is required because the existing 
procedures are incomplete.  

o Performance of walkdown(s), evaluations, and calculations for plant 
areas previously excluded is required for Sequoyah to rectify an 
engineering error that permitted exclusion of the Reactor Building 
and portions of the Auxiliary Building.  

0 Provision of a technical basis for Sequoyah inspection criteria is 
required because the current criteria are not based on documented 
engineering judgment.  

o Review of the adequacy of calculation CEB CAS 214 for written 
technical justifications is necessary because the current revision 
is not based on adequately documented engineerinq judgment as 
required by TVA policy. This policy requires that the written basis 
be sufficiently clear to permit another engineer to understand the 
preparer's thought process.  

o Revision of design documents to eliminate inconsistencies and to 
evaluate any potential hardware impact is required for the four 
plants because desiqn bases are fragmented and incomplete.
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o Provision of a generic Watts Bar and Bellefonte review of current 
SCR SQN MEB 8610 is required because the existing Watts Bar and 
Bellefonte generic reviews were performed before comnpletion of 
Sequoyah scope definition. Thus, the procedures for such generic 
review were not completely followed.  

0 Development of a finished program on Browns Ferry is required to 
describe and control the seismic interaction evaluation for current 
and future design activities. The as-built conditions will be 
reconciled with a revised design basis conforming to NRC guidelines, 
neither of which has been issued.  

7. COLLECTIVE SIGNIFICANCE 4 
The evaluation team's judgment as to the significance of the corrective 
actions is indicated in the last three columns of Table 3. Significance is 
rated in accordance with the types of changes that may be expected to result 
from the corrrective action. All of the corrective action plan descriptions 
for this subcategory are judged to be individually significant from a 
licensing standpoint because there is a potential for degrading the functional 
capability of adjacent Category I or Class I equipment during a seismic event.  

When all of the findings and corrective action descriptions for the four 
nuclear plants are viewed collectively, the following overall conclusions 
emerge: 

0 Because of the relatively low number of negative findings in this 
subcategory, the random nature of the causes, and the overall 
significance level of the corrective actions, it cannot be concluded 
that the seismic interaction design for the four nuclear plant sites 
investiqated represents a significant technical problem.  

o Although the design area of lighting may appear limited, the cause 
implies broader significance in DNE management's lack cf attention 
to selection, training, and supervision of first- and second-line 
engineering supervision assigned to this work which represents a 
microcosm of activity that will be assessed in detail in the 
Engineering category evaluation.  

To address the general broader issues of TVA's past difficulties in the 
nuclear area, a Corporate Nuclear Performance Plan (CNPP) was created. In 
addition, SQN, WBN, and BFN have generated plant-specific nuclear performance 
plans (NPPs) to further define the programmvatic actions to be taken for their 
facilities.
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In general, TVA senior management has identified the need for strengthening 
its Enqineering organization in response to the requirements of nuclear plant 
design. The Engineering organization is responsible for the content and 
quality of the design documents and for ensuring that they conform to sound 
engineering principles, licensing commnitments, and Quality Assurance program 
requirements. This need for strengthening is based, in part, on deficiencies 
in design process effectiveness, which are partially illustrated by the cause 
discussion in Section 6. This need is also partially based on past 
implementation of the TVA Quality Assurance program. Tl,-us, the need for 
strengthening the Enqineerinq organization, as indicated by the NPPs, is 
accomplished primarily through additional training of the ONE personnel to the 
requirements of that program and to basic management principles. DNE Nuclear 
Engineering Procedure NEP-5.2 and policy memo PM 87-35 clearly delineate the 
responsibility, authority, and accountability of the Project Eng"neers and 
Branch Chiefs. The Project Engineer is responsible for work scope, budget, 
and schedule, and for ensuring that project work is executed according to plan 
and in conformance with the technical direction of the Branch Chiefs arnd the 
requirements of the corporate QA program. The Branch Chiefs are responsible 
for staffing levels and qualifications of technical personnel on the projects, 
and for the technical adequacy of the engineering design. The Branch Chiefs 
are the final technical authority within DNE, and have the authority to stop 
work that does not conform to established requirements. In the past, Branch 
Chiefs' authority or resources to fully administer tecnnical reviews was 
limited. Under the restructured organization, the Branch Chief provides 
engineers and technical direction for the Project Engineer; the Branch Chief 
also assesses the need for technical reviews, develops a document review and 
approval matrix, and schedules reviews as required. These programs have been 
started but have not, as of Revision 2 of this report, been fully implemented.  

An independent audit on the effectiveness of the implementation of the total 
Quality Assurance program is instituted by Engineering management, as a 
management tool, to additionally ensure that management policy is being 
enforced. This audit function is provided by the Engineering Assurance (EA) 
organization.  

The findings of this subcategory report are combined with those of other 
subcategory reports and reassessed in the Engineering category evaluation, 
which has assessed the broader issues identified and has issued the necessary 
corrective action tracking documents.
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TABLE 1

CLASSIFICATION OF FINDINGS AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

Issue/ 
Finding**Eler.ent

226.0 Seisnic Interaction 
Desigr

Findinq/Corrective 
Action Class* 

SQN WBN BFN BLN 

C6 06 C6 06 

E6 E6 C6 D6 

E6 E6 E6 E6 

E6 - E6 E3

- E6 

- E6

*Classification of Findings and Corrective Actions

A. Issue not valid.  
No corrective action required.  

B. Issue valid but conseq ences acceptable.  
No corrective action required.  

C. Issue valid. Corrective action 
initiated before ECTG evaluation.  

D. Issue valid. Corrective action 
taken as a result of ECTG evaluation.  

E. Peripheral issue uncoverec durinq ECTG 
evaluation. Corrective ac'ion required.

Hardware 
Procedure 
Documentation 
Training 
Analysis 
Evaluation 
Other

**Defined in Attachment B.
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TABLE 2 

FINDINGS SUMMARY

Classification of Findings 

A. Issue not valid. No corrective 
action required.  

B. Issue valid but consequences acceptable.  
No corrective action required.  

C. Issue valid. Corrective action 
initiated before ECTG evaluation.  

D. Issue valid. Corrective action taken 
as a result of ECTG evaluation.  

E. Peripheral issue uncovered durinq 
ECTG evaluation. Corrective action 
required.

Plant 
SQN WBN BFN BLN 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

1 0 2 0 

0 1 0 2 

6 2 4 2

Total 7 3 6 4
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ACTIN Ilas- I Q- IProce-IFol- |i
un

t IRes oflof h•t|Deslgnlquate IRecon.•DesignjDocu. I Not Ienta.-Fl- I(grg IVendorl Actions* I 
.ELE CLASS.* CORIECTIV ACTIION CD CAID Ition jtrng Idres Ilowed catlonjlssueslAtten l»ases ICalcs Icll. IDetalll•entedl met Ition Ilowed I[rror l[rror I 0 I N I N

?&6.0 C6 Cmpl:te recoltion of plant 

:,ecific ignificmnt 

conditio reports.  

E6 Provide a complete program to 

describe and control the 

seismic interact on 

evaluatios for current and 

future design ctivlties.

to Perform wa lkdon(s).  
eveluatioM. and calculations 
for plant reas previously 
elcluded.

SQU 03 
SI 01 

SON 02 
Mw 02 
KUM 01

6 Provide technical basis for SQu 02 
tas•ction criteria.  

(3 leview adequacy ef SQ4 02 

calculation C* CAS 214 for 

written teclmic l 
just ificatIon.  

L6 Revtse desin documents to SQn 01 

eliaiMate nconsistencles and iUI OJ 

evaluate any potential W 02 

hardware Ipact. KU 01 

a6 Provide a gcmnric MR and KIm 01 

revie of Crrent SCR S S il Ol 01 

8610.  

C f nlishL developmet of a IF Ol 

coplete prora to describe 

and control te seltmic 

interaction evaluatios for 

curret d future design

activities.
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GLOSSARY SUPPLEMENT 
FOR THE ENGINEERING CATEGORY 

Causes of Neqative Findings - the causes for findings that require corrective 
action are categorized as follows: 

1. Fragmented organization - Lines of authority, responsibility, and 
accountability were not clearly defined.  

2. Inadeauate quality (Q) training - Personnel were not fully trained 
in the procedures established for design process control and in the 
maintenance of design documents, including audits.  

3. Inadequate procedures - Design and modification control methods and 
procedures were deficient in establishing requirements and did not 
ensure an effective design control program in some areas.  

4. Procedures not followed - Existing procedures controlling the design 
process were not fully adhered to.  

5. Inadequate communications - Communication, coordination, and 
cooperation were not fully effective in supplying needed information 
within plants, between plants and organizations (e.g., Engiaeerinq, 
Construction, Licensing, and Operations), and between 
interorganizational disciplines and departments.  

6. Untimely resolution of issues - Problems were not resolved in a 
timely manner, and their resolution was not aggressively pursued.  

7. Lack of management attention - There was a lack of management 
attention in ensuring that programs reauired for an effective desiqn 
process were established and implemented.  

8. Inadeauate design bases - Design bases were lacking, vague, or 
incomplete for design execution and verification and for design 
change evaluation.  

9. Inadequate calculations - Design calculations were incomplete, used 
incorrect input or assumptions, or otherwise failed to fully 
demonstrate compliance with design requirements or support design 
output documents.  

10. Inadequate as-built reconciliation - Reconciliation of licensing or 
design documents with plant as-built condition was lacking or 
incomplete.  

0
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11. Lack of design detail - Detail in design output documents was 
insufficient to ensure compliance with desiqn requirements.  

12. Failure to document engineering judgments - Documentation justifying 
engineering judgments used in the design process was lacking or 
incomplete.  

13. Design criteria/commitments not met - Design criteria or licensing 
commitments were not met.  

14. Insufficient verification documentation - Documentation (Q) was 
insufficient to audit the adequacy of design and installation.  

15. Standards not followed - Code or industry standards and practices 
were not complied with.  

16. Engineering error - There were errors or oversights in the 
assumptions, methodology, or judgments used in the design process.  

17. Vendor error - Vendor design or supplied items were deficient for 
the intended purpose.  

Classification of Corrective Actions - corrective actions are classified as 

belonging to one or more of the following groups: 

1. Hardware - physical plant chanqes 

2. Procedure - changed or generated a procedure 

3. Documentation - affected QA records 

4. Training - required personnel education 

5. Analysis - required design calculations, etc., to resolve 

6. Evaluation - initial corrective action plan indicated a need to 
evaluate the issue before a definitive plan could be established.  
Therefore, all hardware, procedure, etc., changes are not yet known 

7. Other - items not listed above 

Peripheral Finding (Issue) - A negative finding that does not result directly 
from an employee concern but that was uncovered during the process of 
evaluating an employee concern. By definition, peripheral findings (issues) 
require corrective action.

2643D-R26 (10/15/87)
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Siqnificance of Corrective Actions - The evaluation team's judgment as to the 
significance of the corrective a-ctions listed in Table 3 is indicated in the 
last three columns of the table. Significance is rated in accordance with the 
type or types of changes that may be expected to result from the corrective 
action. Changes are categorized as: 

0 Documentation change (D) - This is a change to any design input or 
output document (e.g., drawing, specification, calculation, or 
procedure) that does no+ result in a significant reduction in design 
margin.  

o Change in design margin (M) - This is a change in design 
interpretation (minimum requirement vs actual capability) that 
results in a significant (outs-de normal limits of expected 
accuracy) change in the design margin. All designs include margins 
to allow for error and unforeseeable events. Chanqes in design 
margins are a normal and acceptable part of the design and 
construction Process as long as the final design margins satisfy 
regulatory requirements and applicable codes and standards.  

0 Chanqe of hardware (H) - This is a physical change to an existing 
plant structure or component that results from a change in the 
desiqn basis, or that is required to correct an initially inadequate 
design or design error.  

If the change resulting from the corrective action plan descriptions is judged 
to be significant, either an "A" for actual or *P" for potential is entered 
into the appropriate column of Table 3. Actual is distinguished from 
potential because corrective actions are not complete and, consequently, the 
scope of required changes may not be known. Corrective action plan 
descriptions are judged to be significant if the resultant changes affect the 
overall quality, performance, or margin of a safety-related structure, system, 
or component.

26430-R26 (10/15/87)
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ATTACHMENT A 

EMPLOYEE CONCERNS 

FOR SUBCATEGORY 22600 

Attachment A -- lists, by element, each employee concern evaluated in the 
subcategory. The concern's number is given, along with notation of any other 
element or category with which the concern is shared; the plant sites to which 
it could be applicable are noted; and the concern is quoted as received by TVA, 
and characterized as safety related, not safety related, or safety significant.

0107A.R43 (10/09/87)
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CLAMI APPLICAMILI 
LUCAIM Slu mB m FM h OL COWACERN USCAIPTION*

usN-4jKd-IU.J--I

S A X a "Lightinqg iatures at WuMP are not properly restrained and caqed to 
prevent them from becoming missiles or singtg missiles durinq 
seismic events. Cl has no further Information. Anonmous concern via 
letter.' (S$) 

A *Safety cable (shown on drawings 4A0893-AZ-43kI mne 44MI) Goes not 
proviae the fature its required seismic support.* (Sa?

* tWUi/S iMcuktes salet relatis, Mt oLafty relate. or 6safety slqircint per determlltio criteria In te ECT6 Program manual and a(plied 

mf leamW ee eIal0IU)s.  
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ATTACHMENT B 

SUMMARY OF ISSUES, FINDINGS, AND 
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS FOR 

SUBCATEGORY 22600 

Attachment B -- contains a summary of the element-level evaluations. Each 
issue is listed, by element number and plant, opposite its corresponding 
findinqs and corrective actions. The reader may trace a concern from 
Attachment A to an issue in Attachment B by using the element number and 
applicable plant. The reader may relate a corrective action description in 
Attachment 8 to causes and significance in Table 3 by using the CATO number 
which appears in Attachment 8 in parentheses at the end of the corrective 
action description.  

The term "Peripheral finding" in the issue column refers to a finding that 
occurred during the course of evaluating a concern but did not stem directly 
from a employee concern. These are classified as "E* in Tables I and 2 of this 
report

1107A.041 (10/04/87)
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F idings Corrective Actions

CLafle t 226.O - SeIeic It.Lraction Uesign

. LghtMing titures re met properly 
desigad to prevent UAeN frm becoming: 

* Frwe missites 
* 5~imig missiles 

elach eight damge Catgeory I 
eipment durig a seismic event.

a. the IVA design of light fixteres provides for adequate 
vertical support to i(tastand a seismic event and prevent 
their becoming free missiles that might damage Category I 
equipment. Ile VA design of 1 ght fixtures, per se, 
does ot, il general, provide adeouate horizontal support 
during and after a seismic event to prevent their 
becoaing swltging missiles tlat milt damage adjacent 
Category I equipment. However, Ltis design oversigat has 
been documnted on SC S • MS 8610 (App. A, S.v) and is 
being addressed.

a. A TVA transmittal submits a corrective 
action plan (CAP) which will eliminate 
the discrepancies between the various 
desin drawings and design criteria; 
provide a coplete program to describe 
and control the seismic interaction 
evaluations for current and future 
design activities; and provide a 
technical basis for the internal TVA 
mom from Handy to SWN files 
(04/22/86). In additicn, this CAP will 
provide for an evaluation of areas of 
the plant previously excluded. This 
evaluation will use an appropriate 
technical program followed by 
evaluation via calculation revision to 
CES CAS 214, Il. This calculation 
revision will include a re-review for 
adequacy of written technical 
justification of the existing revision 
and as described in findings above, in 
ION 399 (11/14/M6) and ION 0416 
(11/19/0b). The evaluation team 
concludes that the stated CAP is an 
acceptable resolution of the concern 
that should also preclude recurrece of 
findigs.  
(CATD Z6 00 SQe 01) 
(CATO 226 00 SON 02) 
(CATD 226 00 SQU 03)

Zjewi-1l (lo•laul)

Isles
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Fnldings Corrective Actions

Elemsrt 26.0 - SUP (Cotioswed)

6. Peripheral finding.  

c. Peripheral finding.  

4. PerilerI1 flnding.

I. Tle evaluation team noted taot there is no documet uwich 
describes the complete program for controlling the 
seismic interaction design activity. Technical 
Instruction II-9. It (App. A. $.s) will effectively 
Implement the walkdown activities of this program wen 
amended to address all plant areas. The TVA meM from 
Mandy to SUi files (041/2/1) (App. A. S.k) provides 
adequate tresmold criteria for subsequent evaluations.  
tle division of responsibilities between disciplines is 
defined in CEB-i0 121.03. II, (App. A, 6.f). In 
addition, tMe CEO seismic review process for future 
reviews is to be in accordance with a future revision of 
(CE-01-121.03, Rl (App. A, I.o) and includes an 
evaluation for adverse Iapact of rod ung items as 
indicated by ION AJfi (10/01/6) (App. A, 7.k). However, 
tls evaluation is currently it the fom of verbal 
instructions (ich:~ VA personnel have committed to 
propeor I document.  

c. Plant walkdons and suseqent technical evaluations by 
ITA to resolve SCR SQI NIE I10 (App. A, S.v) excluded 
portions of te auxiliary building and tie contalment 
vessel portion of the reactor bulding uhich were 
contaminated or reuired dress-out. Evaluations of these 
areas are necessary to detemine the need for any 
potential hardware fixe'. TVA personnel commtted to 
perfem a walkdown nd evaluation of these areas in I1N 
0416 (ll//ISta) (App. A, l.p).  

d. he technical basis for the inspection criteria 
established in TA nme from oHady to SUN Files 
(04/22/i) has eot been docoented. TVA personnel 
comitted to providing such documentation in ION 132 
(WO118/) (App. A, I.t).

2ui-M (tw1411111

Isses

b. Refer to a. above.  

c. Refer to 4. above.  

d. Refer to a. above
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Corrective Actions

Element eZ.0 - SMo (Centlmed)

e. Periiperal Ftediag.  

f. Peripmerl Fiediig.  

q. PfriMphral Filding.

a. Lightti fiast.es are et prIperly 
designed to prent them from 
becoming: 

o Free issiles 
e Slwiig Mlssi les 

ri kt- 4 seiserc event these 
missiles iht dIag Cat y 
equipent.

e. le evaluation teas considers calculation CLE-CAS-214, It 
generally adequate; owever, additional written 
justification is needed n some areas to permit another 
engineer who did not participate In the original 
walkdowns to arrive at the sai conclusions. TVA 
personnel committed to re-review the calculation based on 
the ove and ake any necessary ch•rges (App. A. 1.p).  

f. Figure S.0-1 of the desgn criteria SQl-*UC-VI-J.1 
(App. A, S.r) correctly illustrates the criteria 
aplication of Section 5.0; however, the details in 
figure 4.7-1 for the emerency lighting do not agree with 
te text of Section 5.0.  

g. iee principal detail for emergency lighting fixtures on 
4AbO-I21., A) (App. A, 5.u) correctly illustrates the 
application of design criteria 5QI-UC-V-IJ.II 
Section 5.0 (Ap. A, S.r). However, the alternate detail 
shown on 41•1-ZI and the eergency light detail shoun 
em 4I4-6i, A5 d not agree with the text of Section 5.0.  

a. Ine TVA design of light fixtures provides for adequate 
vertical spport to withstand a seismic event and 
prevnts the fixtures from becoming free missiles that 
milht dlage Category I equipment. The TVA design of 
light fixtures, per s., does not, in general, provide 
adequate heriental siport during and after a seismic 
event to prevent them from becaing swinging Issiles 
that might daage adjacent Cateogry I equipmnt. nTis 
design oversght for MN has not been doc nted as a 
generic review of the present program on Un as a result 
of SCR SUn ME O610. Also, no technical instruction was 
found to effectively imploment plant walidown activities 
of this program.

e. Refer to a. above.  

f. Refer to a. above.  

g. Refer to a. above.

a. TVA transittals TCAB 227-ML through 
229-MM submit corrective action plans 
(CAPS) which will (a) eliminate the 
discrepancies between the various design 
drawings and design criteria, (b) provide 
a goneric M review for SCA SQi MCI 
8610, (c) provide a coplete progrm tc 
describe and control the seismic 
Interaction evaluations for current and 
future design activities based on plant 
walkdown(s) enerated Information, and 
(d) provide a technical basis for the 
nternal TVA me from Handy to 51Q files 

(04/22/8) and make it applicable to 
MN. In addition, these CAPs will 
provide for an evaluation via required 
calculation. Further, these CAPS will 
result in a new drawing to provide

UI4-Ui (WUIUW)I
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Corrective Actions

tlemat U6.0 - lN" (Centiered)

b. Sle evaluation team noted that there is no document that 
describes the ceplete program for controlling the 
seismic interactiom desgn activity. Ise ITA emo from 
Mandy to Sl files (04/22/16) provides adequate threshold 
criteria for evaluations but does not documnt the 
technical basis for te (nspection criteria (nor does any 
otler docment); the ao has not been made applicable to 
MM. lhe division of responsibilities between 
disciplines is deflaed in CES*01 12.0I. II. In 
ad4ition, te CUS seisaic review process for future 
reviews is to folloe revision I of CE(B01-I21.03 when it 
is issued. this review process includes an evaluation 
for adverse aipact of rod Lu items as indicated by 
UIN ut (IOWUI/I ). this evaluation is currently in the 
fonm of verbal instructions whilch TVA personnel have 
comitted to properly documnt.

emergency light details which wiil be 
forwarded to ONC for retroactive 
application via the ECI process; UW uwil 
then review completed work to ensure 
installation in accordance with the 
drawing or obtain DME approved variance 
on a case-by-case basis. Ihe evaluation 
team concludes that the stated CAPs are 
an acceptable resolution of the concern 
that should also preclude recurrence of 
findings.  
(CAIO ZZ6 00 MI 01) 
(CATO 226 O MBN U02 
(CATO 226 0u MW 03) 

b. Refer to a. above.

4U9 -W tl4wUlt

Issues

b. Peripheral finding.
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Corrective Actions

BOm"t 106.O6 - an (CatliwoaId)

c. •M.Wer al "e~mg.

4. Lighting Ie!*ams am t appry or 

o*rll lI .a llts 
es*gmd teMullo pret ~ from« 

rsI 0 setiC elMl*et Ise 

0i0ll - I •

c. " ure L.O-I of Ues$g Criteria Is IIC-4U-31.11 correcly 
ustrales teS 4I licltl of tL critert• (i 
ttioe i.0; uevr. tee details i Figure 4.I-I an 

dr Ie 4114W-l for tbe origtil .-ere'Icy lilt tig 
sytgl do t algr it taie rt 1 o If -OC-4-IWI.II 
iSctlr .O0. etall i of drawl(l 4IM14184 sines a 
parties of the secm -Mrgc lightieg 1systtw dettil 
o•rrmmig tol ft ir .0-I of tIU desi criteri wilth 
* refsernce teo draw 4Iftl for remainlg Itaills.  
Orawieg U1Ai costatis - e sec details.  

(Fe 

6. tlo tWA desi. of llrkt fIIstares I Meral My sot 
pre(de adequete artial saprt to witihstMd a iseisic 
evet a to prIesnt lU I·atresM frea lAcem froe 
ltlSlOe te• t e(ght d~ma Class I ulIpmnt. AI*, the 

IA desga of IS ght fiatres des set provide adqute 
e.vletiest of kerlstal pport dutrin and after a 
selsmic go" to present flt•t Mtures ie ace 
swaig missiles tha might damage 1 dcnt Class I 
aeqalpmnt. Stb of tfta destig tlms benm 
Iw - -i ti t NLII u llli(C I6 lltll 1MW 1l|a d da SM are M5 am5 OW are 6eig addressed.  

K aMs iititted Sieverl ruesel(e sfl Itssues ( SI).  
telt effect t seI mi detsi basls t rm-s flrry.  

lU A-l considers *Yst- at ct ltret *I m ict ltkllt 
seiwrtc strctltes b lu Class I ad l ls$ II 
cimueamIts. Part of U MK M pla to resole A-Il is 
to assita llre wswopensllt for tIatifytg s•s clll 
pi led aerso sisteei itract( ( *ai 9 A6 

Setolitc jua lif"c*n of It. WtL i* OrWing 
m A*6 cr - s artgis of safe prot w ted by 

oIpqupmt ft rwattol puwr pleas to resist seievkolly 
44iMu0d $Ns. Ie K reglttes of A-*4 Is coMauld 
to sisW-M0 anid w -ral*l. IV*s IramI Forry MucW lr 
Plant is idenmtlfis o -E*ltl as m of Ua0 qWeratg 
pleats to be eroeed to A-46 requlramets.

c. Refer to a. bove.

a. Iovelop a iseiwtc interactio proge to 
evaolute seismlc-lauced effects of Class 
II Items Iacluditg lighttag latures as 
Class I C, ", Il"s. Perf•r a waldam 
to idetify 1IS1 stsmic lsterctte 
betwI m -4(ilt Cliss I ad Clta II 
cepe-elots. wevetlp a ovlwlttl 
mtdhelog and prevlide fltaes as 
require. Class I1 owval•ttem for 
slwstc Itleratlen **M as-buillt 
Class I ir Clais II copo-nts will b 
perfam ed dr t u es" ed Safety.  
Issa (151) A-46 Iprre as .  
post-restart activty. A precedre for 
comtrlltng futwe 111 setmilc 
Ilteracti( will be developed prior to 
cl*tWa of M l baseltse A.4* effort.  

.Ilis preure ill a- t re eerel 

(reI a s o design sterfe dc i 
(CATI *M go Wi SI)

toMi-W (lM5ttII
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ILVISION MUMlat J 
Pyae 8*I of IU

I indintls Correctvlle Actions

Elemenl if6.0 - fM (Continued)

*. No alculati(ons were performed on lllting fiature 
supports other than those on the main control room 
ltgnting fIxauroe which were generaLed in IZ/,l.  

I. IVA iM U(S calculation on "Miicellaneous Steel Main 
Control Mlom Lighting" documents the fact that IVA CCI 
reviewe nd ad pproved Ith main control roo cell(n and4 
lighting fIature supports Mhon on drawings 411I041, 
-~? and *J. CL review ad approval for seislic adequacy 
of these drawings Is Indicated by IVA memoranda Irea 
Coleman and olvie to CCI flies. However, no analytical 
data are provided Ir the calculation or memoranda to 
demonstrate the adequacy of the control roo Illghting 
structure and lighting flature support to withstand a 
seismic event. Also, drawings 41WIZ84-1, *2, and -J do 
not snow any end bracng members provided In the 
east*mest directlen of the control rem lighting 
structure.

e. Nefer to d. above.  

f. Adequacy of the main control room 
lighting structure and flxture supports 
to withstand a selsaic event will be 
assessed under the A.46 seismic 
Interaction progrom. this assessment 
will take into consideration that there 
ere nm end racling members provided in 
the eastwest direction of the control 
remo lighting structures.  
(CAIU ZI6 00 twN 02)

zJ4U-IIU (UIelefI)i

Issues

e. Peripneral Finding.  

f. Peripheral f Inding.

* a
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FindingsIssues

REVISIOU NUMiH: 3 
Page 1-9 of IU

Corrective Actions

Slemient Z/b.U - BLM LkN MN

4. Lighting fixtures are not properly 
designed to prevent them frum 
becom-ing: 

o free missiles 
o Swinging missiles 

During a seismic event, these 
missiles might damage Category I 
equipment.  

b. Safety cable is not adequate to 
setsmically support lighting 
fittu *?s shown on drawings 
48AU8YJ-X.-4 'I and 44RI.  

c. Peripheral Finding.

a. Ine IVA design of light fixtures provides for adequate 
vertical support to withstand a seismic ev*nt and prevent 
the fixtures from becoming free-falling missiles that 
might damage seismic Category I components. Ilowever, the 
IVA design of pendant-mounted light fixtures does not, In 
general, provide adequate horilontal support during a 
seismic event to prevent them from becoming swinging 
missiles that might dmyage adjacent seismic Category I 
components. this design oversight for KLN was not 
addressed during any potential generic condition 
evaluations such as for SCM SQN Int 8610.  

b. Safety cables for emergency exit lights, where they have 
been Installed, appear to be adequate to prevent the 
items from becoming free falling missiles. lowever, the 
requirement to have a safety cable on all emergency exit 
lights in seismic Category I structures has not been 
satisfied at this time. The evaluation team was not able 
to determine whether the Installations observed without 
safety cables Mere work in progress or had already been 
accepted by Quality Control. It should be noted that 
most installations observed without safety cables were 
located In areas where the potential for unacceptable 
interaction with seismic Category I components was not 
likely. the assignment of responsibility to the field 
for locating safety cables is adequate.  

c. In addit!on, the evaluation team noted that there was no 
document provided by IVA that describes a complete ard 
overall progr-f. for controlling seismic Interaction 
design actihities.

a. Generate a CAQA to adequately document 
the BLN generic review of the present 
program on SIA as a result of 54S SQN MLB 
8610.  
(CAIU 226 UJ BIN 01) 

b. Complete Ihitallation and Inspection of 
lighting fixtures In accordance with 
project procedures and construction 
drawings. Approve any variations prior 
to final quality control acceptance.  
(CAIU 226 UU LN 01) 

c. Prepare a complete procedure for 
performing a seismic Interaction walkdotn 
and evaluating Its results to supplement 
the generic requirements of 'CB Ul 
121.03. Revise the BIN Engineering 
Project Manual to sequire establishment 
of spacing criteria for selsmic 
interaction and verification of existing 
spacing adequacy. Implement such 
walkdowns and evaluations before fuel 
load of each unit.  
(CAID 226 00 BLN 01)

3J4UU-IU (IU/12/81)
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Findings Corrective Actions

Element .6.U - ELi (Continued)

d. In addition, the requirements for conditions under which 
the three-way lateral cable support may be deleted are 
not consistent between design guide CI.6.3, Figure II8, 
and design criteria N4-•0-0119, Figure 5.0.2, and 
reconciliation is not available. Drawing 4BA408J-X2 
series does not have detail showing slack in the 
electrical cables at the emergency lighting fixture as 
required by design criteria N4-S0-U019, Figure 5.0-3.  
Drawing 48AU89J-XZ, although technically adequate, does 
not agree with design criteria N4-4-U0719. the details 
in Figure 4.7-1 of design criteria N4-SU-U719 and drawing 
4BA0893-12-1 do not agree with the text of Section 5.0 
and Figure 5.0-1 of design criteria 14-50-U19.

d. Revise design criteria, drawings, and 
calculations to remove I~nonsistencies.  
Evaluate any potential hardware Impact 
resulting from these revisions and 
provide any necessary modifications.  
(CATO 226 00 8LN 01)

23400-10 (10/12/81)

Issues

d. Peripheral Finding.
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ATTACHMENT C 

REFERENCES 

1. Sequoyah Element Report 226.0, "Seismic Interaction Design", Rev. 2 
(12/18/86) 

2. TVA Nuclear Performance Plans: 

Revised Corporate Nuclear Performance Plan, Volume 1 (03/86) 
Revised Sequoyah Nuclear Performance Plan, Volume 2 (03/87) 
Browns Ferry Nuclear Performance Plan, Volume 3 (06/87) 
Watts Bar f iclear Performance Plar., Volume 4 (03/87) 

3. Sequovah Documents 

a, Gilbert/Commonwealth's "Final Report Technical Review of SNP 
Modifictions for TVA," G/C Report No. 2614, Technical Issue Data 
Sheet ik. 11 (03/03/86) 

b. Letter from 3. M. Taylor- NRC, Director of Office of Inspection and 
Enforce.at to S. A. ihite, TVA, Manager of Nuclear Power.  
-Subject: "NRC Reports 50-327/86-27 and 50-328/86-27," 
[L44 8(O506 542..- (04/22/86) 

- * y 

"c.- Letter from B. 3. Youngblooau NRC, Director PWR Project Directorate 
#4, fklto S. A. White, TVA, Manager of Nuclear Power, Subject: 
"Crxcerns Regarding TV0 Nuclear Program," [L44 860226 001], 
(02/18/86) 

d. Letter from 8. 3. Youngblood, NRC, Director PWR Project Directorate 
; 4, NRR to S. A. White, TVA, Managar of Nuclear Power, Subject: 
"Transcript of Interview ... ," [none), (06/23/86) 

i. TVA SQN memo from 3. P. Vineyard, Project Manager to H. 8. Rankin, 
Manager Design Services. Subject: "Routing of Safety Related 
Conduits, Cable Trays, Piping and Instrument Lines in Nonseismic 
Designated Areas in Category I Structures," [825 851205 004], 
(12/05/85) 

f. TVA SQN memo from H. B. Rankin, Manger Design Services to 3. P.  
Vineyard, Project Manager. Subject: "SCR SQN NEB 8516 Rev. 0," 
[501 860102 8053, (01/03/86) 

g. TVA SON Memo from 3. P. Vineyard, Project Marager to H. B. Rankin, 
Manager Design Services. Suoject: "SCR SQN NEB 8516 RO," 
(825 860107 011], (01/07/86)

3860D-RO (10/12/87)
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h. TVA SON memo from J. C. Key, Mechanical Lead Engineer to C. N.  
Johnson, Civil Lead Engineer. Subject: "SCR 8610 Halkdown Civil 
Involvement," CB25 860408 002), (04/08/86)

I. TVA SQN memo from W. E. Andrews to D.  
"Walkowns conducted by DNE," [S08 86

A.ilson. Subject: 
.2 814], (05/14/86)

j. rVA SQN memo from W. E. Andrews, Site Quality Manager to H. L.  
Abeicromble. Site Director. Subject: "Conduct of Plant Walkdowns 
and Surveys," ES08 860418 811), (04/1R8/86) 

k. TVA SQN memo from K. D. Handy, Mechanical Engineer to SQN Files.  
Subject: "SCR SON NEB 8515 - Rod Hung Category I(L) System 
I'teractloi Limits with Safety Related Targets - Quality Design 
Information," [B25 860422 008], (04/22/86) 

1. TVA SON memo from C. N. 3cAhron, Civil Lead Engineer to 3. C. Key, 
Mechanical Lead Encineer. Subject: "SNP-SCR 8610 - Walkdown Civil 
Involvement." fB25-860516 021], (05/16/86)

m. TVA SON memo from D. W. Wilson, Project Engineer to 
H. L. Abercrombie, Site Director. Subject: "SNP ,- Seismic Dead 
Supports Used for Class IE Electrical Conduit Installation," 
[825 860603 013], (06/03/86)

Load

n. TVA SQN memo from W, E. Estes, 
Mechanical Engineer. Subject: 
1986 4alkdown of the Auxiliary 
[B25 860606 003], (06/05/86)

Mechanical Engineer to W. H. Brown, 
"Report of Results of March 8-9, 

Butiding for Interactions,"

o TVA SQN computerized "Walkdown Report for Seismic Safety 
Interfaces SQEP Mechanical Section No. 1' for the Auxiliary 
Building attached to [825 860606 003], (04/17i86)

o. TVA SON memo from W. E. Estes, 
Mechanical Engineer. Subject: 
1986 Halkdown of the Ul and U2 
Buildings, and the ERCW Intake 
(06/11/86)

Mechanical Engineer to H. H. Brown, 
"Report o* Results of April 26-27, 

Annulus, Control and Diesel Generator 
Pumping Station," [B25 860610 001],

o TVA SQN computerized "Walkdown Report for Identifying 
Interactions in the Control and Diesel Generating buildings, 
ERCW Pump Station and Ul and U2 Annulus," attached to 
[825 860610 001], (04/26-27/86)

38600-RO (10/12/87)
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p. TVA SON DIM from C. N. Johnson, Civil Lead Engineer to SQN CEB 
files. Subject: "Sequoyah Nuclear Plant - Design Input Memorandum 
for Location and Design of Piping and Supplemental Steel in 
Category I Structures - Design Criteria, SQN-DC-V-24.1." preliminary 
(10/03/86) 

q. TVA Memo from 3. C. Key, SON Mechanical Lead Engineer to N. A.  
Liakonis. Subject: "Auxiliary Building Piping Interaction 
Walkdown," [B25 861014 015], (10/14/86) 

r. TVA Design Criteria/Guides: 

o TVA Design Criteria SQN-DC-V-13.11, R1, "Support of Lighting 
Fixtures in Catego:.-y I Structures," (03/23/73)

o TVA General Design Information, 
Lighting Fixtures in Category I

DG-C1.6.3, "Seism'c Support of 
Structures," (06/05/81)

s. TVA Procedures:

o TVA SON Technical Instruction TI-98 RO, 
Identifying Interactions in the Control 
Buildings, ERCW Pump Station and Ul and

"Nalkdown Procedure for 
and Diesel Generating 
U2 Annulus." (04/25/86)

o TVA SQN USQD for TI-98 RO, (04/25/86) 

t. TVA Specification: 

o TVA General Construction Specification No. G-32, Rev. 11, "Bolt 
Anchors Set in Hardened Concrete," [B42 851216 500] (01/31/86) 

u. TVA Drawings: 

o 47A057, RIO, "Mechanical Seismic Supports - Lighting Fixtures" 

o 45N1410-1, R18, "Lighting - Plans and Details - Elev. 653.0" 

o 55N416-1, R18, "Lighting - Floor ELev. 732.0- Plans and 
Details" 

o 55N416-2, R19, "Lighting - Floor Elev. 732.0- Plans and 
Details"

3860D-RO (10/12/87)
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v. TVA Conditions Adverse to Quality (CAQ): 

o NCR SQN MEB 8304, R2, CB44 860404 007) (04/04/86) 

o SCR SQN CEB 8514, RO, [B41 851231 0211 and [B41 860228 017], 
(12/24/85) and (02/28/86) 

o SCR SQN MEB 8610, RI, [844 860611 047] (06/11/86) 

w. TVA Calculation: 

o CEB CAS 214, RI "Evaluation of Walkdown Report for Seismic 
Safety Interferences," [B41 860516 0043 (05/16/86) 

x. TVA SQN ECN L6693, [B825 860617 5273 (05/19/86) 

y. TVA SQN work request nos. 107622, 107623 and 107627 dated 05/20/86, 
03/09/86, and 03/09/86 respectively [Interactions TPW/734/003; 
HVG/734/003; HVG/734/004] 

z. INPO WBN 1985 Audit Finding DC.3-2 

aa. TVA ECEP-SQN Restart Program - Coirective Action Plan (CAP) for 
Element 226.0(B), TCAB-029 (12/12/86) 

ab. SNP FSAR Update through Amendment 03 
3.1 "Conformance with NRC General Design Criteria" 
3.2 "Classification of Structures, Systems and Components" 
3.0 "Electric Power" 

ac. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.29 RI, "Seismic Design Classification," (8/73) 

ad. TVA Design Criteria SQN-DC-V-13.11, RI, "Support of Lighting 
Fixtures in Category I Structures," (03/23/73) 

ae. TVA General Design Irnformation, DG-C1.6.3, "Seismic Support of 
Lighting Fixtures in Category I Structures," (06/05/81) 

af. TVA Policy Memorandum PM86-04(DNE) from W. C. Drotleff, Director of 
Nuclear Engineering to Those Listed. Subject: "Engineering 
Judgment," [B20 860424 001), (04/25/86) 

ag. TVA Design Interface Document CEB-DI 121.03, RI, "Seismic Design, 
Review, and Control," (05/16/86)

38600-RO (10/12/87)
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ah. IEEE Standard Criteria for Class 1E Power Systems for Nuclear Power 

Generating Stations, IEE Std 308-1971 

4. Watts Bar Document 

a. Gilbert/Commonwealth, "Final Report Technical Review of SNP 
Modifications for TVA." G/C Report No. 2614, Technical Issue Data 
Sheet No. 11, (03/03/86) 

b. Letter from 3. M. Taylor, NRC, Director of Office of Inspection and 
Enforcement to S. A. White, TVA, Manager of Nuclear Power.  
Subject: "NRC Reports 50-327/86-27 and 50-328/86-27," 
[L44 860506 542], (04/22/86) 

c. Letter from B. 3. Youngblood, NRC, Director PWR Project Directorate 
#4, NRR to S. A. White, TVA, Manager of Nuclear Power, Subject: 
"Concerns Regarding TVA Nuclear Program," [L44 860226 001), 
(02/18/86) 

d. Letter from B. 3. Youngblood, NRC, Director PWR Project Directorate 
#4, NRR to S. A. White, TVA, Manager of Nuclear Power, Subject: 
"Transcript of Interview . . ," [B45 860714 832], (06/23/86) 

e. TVA SQN memo from K. D. Handy, Mechanical Engineer to SQN Files.  
Subject: "SCR SQN NEB 8515 - Rod Hung Category I(L) System 
Interaction Limits with Safety Related Targets - Quality Design 
Information," [B25 860422 008), (04/22/86) 

f. TVA Design Criteria/Guides: 

o TVA Design Criteria WB-DC-40-30.11, RO, "Support of Lighting 
Fixtures in Category I Structures," (07/03/75) 

0 TVA General Design Information, DG-Cl.6.3, "Seismic Support of 
Lighting Fixtures in Category I Structures," (06/05/81) 

o El ctrical Design Standard DS-E 17.1.1, R2, "Lighting and 
heati:ng - Lighting Design Standards and Practices," (06/15/83) 

g. TVA Specification: 

0 TVA General Construction Specification No. G-32, Rev. 11, "Bolt 
Anchors Set in Hardened Concrete," EB42 851216 500], (01/31/86)

3860D-RO (10/12/87)
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h. TVA Drawings: 

o 47A057, (Revisions as of 01/24/87), "Mechanical Seismic 

Supports - Lighting Fixtures" 

o 45Wl410-1, R21, "Lighting - Plans and Details - Elev. 676.0" 

o 45M1418-4, RIO, "Lighting - Plans and Details" 

o 55W416-1, R15, "Lighting - Floor Elev. 755.0 - Plans and 
Details" 

o 55W416-2, R15, "Lighting - Floor Elev. 755.0 - Plans and 

Details" 

I. TVA Conditions Adverse to Quality (CAQ): 

o NCR WBN MEB 8305, R2, [MEB 840111 018] (01/11/84) 

o SCR WBN CEB 8537, RO, CB41 861010 003] (10/10/86) 

o SCR SQN MEB 8610, Rl, [B44 860611 047] (06/11/86) 

j. INPO WBN 1985 Audit Finding DC.3-2 

k. TVA memo from E. Chltwood to C. A. Chandley, Chief Mechanical 
Engineer, "Potential Generic Condition Evaluation (OEP-17)," 
[B43 860404 913], (04/04/86) 

1. TVA memo from R. 0. Barnett, Chief Civil Engineer, to C. A.  
Chandley, Chief Mechanical Engineer, "Potential Generic Condition 
Evaluation (OEP-17)," [B41 860311 006], (09/11/86) 

m. WBN FSAR through Amendment 54 

3.1 "Conformance with NRC General Design Criteria" 
3.2 "Classification of Structures, Systems and Components" 
8.0 "Electric Power" 
9.5.3 "Lighting Systems" 

n. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.29 Rl, "Seismic Design Classification," (8/73) 

o. TVA Design Criteria WB-DC-40-30.11, RO, "Support of Lighting 
Fixtures in Category I Structures," (07/03/75)

3860D-RO (10/12/87)
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p. TVA General Design Information, DG-C1.6.3, "Seismic Support of 
Lighting Fixtures in Category I Structures," (06/05/81) 

q. TVA Policy Memorandum PM86-04(DNE) from W. C. Drotleff, Director of 
Nuclear Engineering to Those Listed. Subject: "Engineering 
Judgment," (B20 860424 0013, (04/25/86) 

r. TVA Design Interface Document CEB-DI 121.03, Ri, "Seismic Design, 
Review, and Control," (05116186) 

s. IEEE Standard Criteria for Class IE Power Systems for Nuclear Power 
Generating Stations, IEEE Std 308-1971 

5. Brow'-s Ferry Documents 

a. Gilbert/Commonwealth's "Final Report Technical Review of SNP 
Modifications for TVA," G/C Report No. 2614, Technical Issue Data 
Sheet No. 11 (03/03/86) 

b. Letter from J. M. Taylor, NRC, Director of Office of Inspection and 
Enforcement to S. A. White, TVA, Manager of Nuclear Power.  
Subject: "NRC Reports 50-327/86-27 and 50-328/86-27," 
[L44 860506 542), (04/22/86) 

c. Letter from B. 3. Youngblood, NRC, Director PWR Project Directorate 
4, NRR to S. A. White, TVA, Manager of Nuclear Power, Subject: 
"Concerns Regarding TVA Nuclear Program," [L44 860226 0013, 
(02/18/86) 

d. Letter from B. 3. Youngblood, NRC, Director PWR Project Directorate 
4, NRR to S. A. White, TVA, Manager of Nuclear Power, Subject: 
"Transcript of Interview ... ," [B45 860714 832), (06/23/86) 

e. TVA memo from J. P. Stapleton to H. P. Pomrehn. Subject: "Browns 
Ferry Nuclear Plant Unit 1, 2, 3 - Engineering report for CAQ Report 
No. SCR BFN MEB 8605, Rev. 0," [B22 86 0717 003), (07/17/86) 

o CAQ Engineering Report for SCR BFN MEB 8605, (07/14/86) 

f. TVA memo from R. W. Cantrell to G. W. Painter. Subject: "Browns 
Ferry Nuclear Plant - Request for use of existing personal services 
contract," [no RIMS number], (01/26/87) 

g. Letter from R. 0. Barnett, TVA, to P. Yanez[v), EQE Inc., "Seismic 
Interaction (II/I Program)," (B41 861124 001), (11/24/86)

3860D-RO (10/12/87)
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h. Letter from R. 0. Barnett, TVA, to R. J. Pruski, Sargent and Lundy 
Engineers, "Seismic Interaction (II/I Program)," [B41 861124 002], 
(11/24/86) 

i. Proposal 0197-33 from R. J. Pruski, Sargent and Lundy Engineers, to 
R. 0. Barnett, TVA, "Seismic Interaction Between Class I and 
Class II Components," (12/16/86) 

j. A Proposed Plan for Evaluation of Seismic Related Category II over 
Category I and Proximity Conditions at Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant 
Unit 2, (12/17/86) 

k. TVA memo from 3. M. Marshall to R. 0. Barnett, "Applicability of 
Watts Bar SCR CEB 8537 to Browns Ferry," [B22 860107 004], (01/07/86) 

1. TVA memo from H. E. Crisler to C. A. Chandley, "Applicability of 
Sequoyah SCR MEB 8610 to Browns Ferry," [B22 860307 008], (03/07/86) 

m. TVA Drawings: 

o 48W1284-1, Rl, "Miscellaneous Steel Main Control Room Lighting 
Supports" 

o 48W1284-2, Rl, "Miscellaneous Steel Main Control Room Lighting 
Supports" 

o 48W1284-3. RO, "Miscellaneous Steel Main Control Room Lighting 
Supports" 

o 45N1408-3, R8, "Lighting Floor Elevation 617.0 Plan and Details 
- Sheet 3" 

o 45N2408-3, R6, "Lighting Floor Elevation 617.0 Plan and Details 
- Sheet 3" 

o 45N3408-3, R9, "Lighting Floor Elevation 617.0 Plan and Details 
- Sheet 3" 

n. SCR BFN CEB 8602, RO, [841 860109 014], [B41 860312 007] and 
CB41 861020 001]; (01/09/86), (03/12/86) and (10/20/86) 

o. SCR BFN CEB 8603, R1, [B41 860428 006], (04/28/86) 

p. SCR BFN CEB 8524, RO, [B41 851122 002], C841 860203 006] and [B41 
861020 015]; (11/21/85). (01/24/86) and (10/20/86)

38600-RO (10/12/87)
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q. SCR BFN NEB 8514, RO [B45 851223 852) (12/23/85); RI, [no RIMS 
number], (01/14/87) 

r. SCR BFN EEB 8543, RI, [B22 861117 034), (10/14/86) 

s. SCR BFN MEB 8605 [B44 860703 007), (07/02/86)

t. TVA EN DES Calculation 
Lighting," [BWP 830707

"Miscellaneous Steel Main Control Room 
1011, (07/07/83)

u. INPO WBN 1985 Audit Finding DC.3-2 

v. Letter from R. Gridley, TVA, Manager of Licensing to D. R. Muller, 
NRC, BWR Project Directorate 2, "TVA's new plan for compliance to 
10 CFR 50 Appendix R for BFN," CL44 860131 809], (01/31/86) 

o 10 CRF 50 [10 CFR 50] Appendix R Submittal Fire Protection and 
Safe Shutdown Systems Analyses Report for Browns Ferry Nuclear 
Plant TVA 

w. Draft version of TVA-5FN "Seismic Design Basis Status Report," 
(03/86) 

x. Service for Evaluating Re'ulatory Changes, MS-86-53, "ACRS Full 
Committee Meeting on the ksolution of Unresolved Safety Issue A-17, 
Systems Interactions in Nuc.,ar Power Plants," (05/08/86) 

y. TVA memo from F. H. Coleman to CEB Files, Subject: "Browns Ferry, 
Squadcheck TP-00103, Main Control Room Ceiling and Lighting Fixture 
Supports - ECN P0590," ECEB 82121'2 257:, (12/22/82)

z. TVA memo from 3. T. Huie to CEB F 
Control Room Ce41ing and Lighting 
[CEB 830707 251], (07/07/83)

les, Subject: "Browns Ferry, Main 
ýixture Supports - ECN P0590,"

aa. BFN FSAR Update Through Amendment , dated 08/06/86 

Section 1.6, "Plant Description" 

Section 8.0, "Electrical Power Systems" 

Section 10.19, "Lighting System" 

Appendix A, "Conformance to AEC Proposed General Design Criteria" 

Appendix C, "Structural Loading Criteria"

3860D-RO (10/12/87)
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ab. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.29 Ri, "Seismic Design Classification" (08/73) 

ac. Atomic Energy Commission Sifety Guide 29, "Seismic Design 
Classification," (06/07/72) (superseded by NRC Regulatory Guide 1.29) 

ad. NRC NUREG-0606, "Unresolved Safety Issues Summary," USI-A17 and 
USI-A46 (08116/85) 

ae. NRC NUREG-1030, "Seismic Qualification of Equipment in Operating 
Nuclear Power Plants," Unresolved Safety Issue A-46, Draft Report 
for Comment (08/85) and Final Report (02/87) 

af. TVA-BFN Design Criteria BFN-50-789 "Normal, Standby, and Emergency 
Lighting Systems for the Main Control Rooms," (01/09/84) 

ag. TVA General Design Guide, DG-C1.6.3, "Seismic Support of Lighting 
Fixtures in Category I Structures," (06/05/81) 

ah. TVA Design Interface Document CEB-DI 121.03, Ri, "Seismic Design, 
Review and Control," (05/16/86) 

ai. 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, "Fire Protection Program for Nuclear 
Facilities Operating Prior to January 1, 1979" 

aj. NRC NUREG-1211, "Regulatory Analysis for Resolution of Unresolved 
Safety Issue A-46, Seismic Qualification of Equipment In Operating 
Plants," (02/87) 

6. Bellefonte Documents 

a. Gilbert/Commonwealth's "Final Report Technical Review of SNP 
Modifications for TVA," G/C Report No. 2614, Technical Issue Data 
Sheet No. 11 (03/03/86) 

b. Letter from 3. M. Taylor, NRC, Director of Office of Inspection and 
Enforcement to S. A. White, TVA, Manager of Nuclear Power.  
Subject: "NRC Reports 50-327/86-27 and 50-328/86-27," 
[L44 860506 542], (04/22/86) 

c. Letter from B. J3. Youngblood, NRC, Director PWR Project Directorate 
4, NRR to S. A. White, TVA, Manager of Nuclear Power, Subject: 
"Concerns Regarding TVA Nuclear Program," [L44 860226 001], 
(02/18/86)
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d. Letter from B. J. Youngblooc, NRC, Director PWR Project Directorate 
4, NRR to S. A. White, TVA,. anager of Nuclear Power, Subject: 
"Transcript of Interview ...," CB45 860714 832), (06/23/86) 

e. INPO WBN 1985 Audit Finding .C.3-2 

f. TVA Design Criteria/Guides:: 

o TVA Detailed Design Cr'teria N4-50-D719, R1, "Seismic Support 
of Lighting Fixtures i't Category I Structures," 
IESB 840717 2041, (07/09/84) 

o TVA General Design Criteria N4-50-D725, R1, "Assignment of 
Responsibility for Analysis, Support, and Fabrication of Piping 
Systems," [ESB 831115 2171, (11/09/83) 

o TVA General Design Criteria N4-50-D711, R3, "Detailed Analysis 
and Seismic Qualification of Category I and I(L) Piping 
Systems," [B42 851112 524], (10/17/85) 

o TVA General Design Information, Civil Design Guide DG-C1.6.3, 
R1, "Seismic Support of Lighting Fixtures in Category I 
Structures," lESS 810608 229), (06/05/81) 

g. TVA Specifications: 

o TVA Construction Specification No. N4C-913, R4, "Support and 
Installation of Piping Systems in Category I Structures," 
[805 86027 501], (06/18/86) 

o TVA General Construction Specification No. G-32, Rll, "Bolt 
Anchors Set in Hardened Concrete," [B42 851216 500], (01/31/86) 

h. TVA Drawings: 

o 4BA0893-X2 Series, (latest revisions as of 06/87), "Seismic 
Supports Lighting Fixtures" 

o 5AW0420-RW Series, (latest revisions as of 06/87), Auxiliary 
Building Lighting Floor Plans and Details 

o 5CW0420-RW Series, (latest revisions as of 06/87), Control 
Building Lighting Plans, Sections and Details
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o 5D0W416-RW Series, (latest revisions as of 06/87), Diesel 
Generator Building Lighting Plans and Details 

o 5RN0416-RW Series, (latest revisions as of 06/87), Reactor 
Building Lighting Plans and Details 

i. TVA calculation 48893-01, R9, "Seismic Lighting Fixture Support," 
(821 860423 4011, (01/29/87)

j. TVA Conditions Adverse

SQN MEB 8610, 

BFN MEB 8605, 

BLN MEB 8509, 

BLN EEB 8420, 

WBN CEB 8572, 

BLN CEB 8519, 

WBN CEB 8537.  

NCR 2058, RO,

to Quality (CAQ): 

RI. [B44 860611 047), (06/11/86) 

RO, [B44 860703 007], (07/02/86) 

RO, [B44 851219 009], (12/18/85) 

RO, [EEB 841231 912], (12/31/84) 

RO, [B41 851212 014), (12/12/85) 

RO, [B41 860303 002], (03/03/86) 

RO, [B41 861010 003], (10/10/86) 

[BLN 830503 709), (04/27/83)

k. TVA memo fromn H. N. Benninghoff to C. A. Chandley, "Potential 
Generic Condition Evaluation (OEP-17), [B21 860715 003],. (07/15/86) 

1. TVA memo from 3. P. Wooten to R. 0. Barnett, "Potential Generic 
Condition Evaluation (OEP-17)," [B821 851126 010), (11/26/85) 

m. TVA memo from R. M. Hodges to R. 0. Barnett, "BLN - Emergency 
Lighiting Fixture Supports," [BLP 820517 008], (05/14/82) 

n. TVA memo from R. 0. Barnett to R. M. Hodges, "BLN - Emergency 
Lighting Fixture Supports," (CEB 820614 013), (06/14/82) 

o. TVA Report CEB 80-33, "Bellefonte Nuclear Plant, Dynamic Earthquake 
Analysis of the Auxiliary-Control Building and Response Spectra for 
Attached Equipment," R4, [CEB 841015 017], (10/15/84)
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p. SLN FSAR through Pmendment 27 

3.1 "Conformance with NRC General Design Criteria" 

3.2 "Classification of Structures, Systems and Components" 

8.0 "Electric Power" 

9.5.3 "Lighting Systems" 

q. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.29, Ri, "Seismic Design Classification" 
(08/73) 

r. TVA Design Interface Document CEB-DI 121.03, Ri, "Seismic Design, 
Review, and Control," [B05 860516 500], (05/16/86) 

s. TVA Design Interface Document CEB-DI 121.03, R2, "Seismic Design, 
Review, and Control," [B41 870702 002), (07/02/87)
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